Gospel Trick Shot Newsletter August 2021
July 30, 2021 at 2:32 PM

From: Steve Lillis <slillis@kean.edu>

Dear Gospel Trick Shot Friends:
Thank you for your continued prayers and support!
Thanks, Steve Lillis, President and Founder www.gospeltrickshot.org
August 2021 News by Steve Lillis
BEF Junior Nationals and More – Our GTS RACK Team of the three Hewitt Boys Andrew (17), Caleb (15), and Luke
(13) with Pastor Michael (Dad) and Grandpa Jerry went to Las Vegas to represent the ministry at the BEF Junior
Nationals. There are 4 generations of pool players in the Hewitt family! GTS RACK Room Bible studies and outreach
went on all week during the competitions with other young people joining in and one young man gave his heart to
Jesus. Please look at the attached pictures and enjoy!
Back on the East Coast Steve Lillis was busy doing hybrid GTS shows both at Monmouth Park Racetrack with a 9th
person giving their heart to Jesus in the past month with another hybrid GTS show at a Joss 9-Ball event in Utica, NY
that was streamed to hundreds more on our ministry Facebook pages. Tom “Dr. Cue Rossman ministered at the 25th
VNEA International Junior Artistic Pool Championship in Erie, PA and then headed to Las Vegas to join the Hewitts
and do the 27th BEF Junior National Artistic Pool Championship Shootouts alongside of the BEF Junior Nationals. The
ministry ran on all cylinders! Praise God! This past month more online resources were produced by Steve Lillis,
Mike Massey, Roger Long, Brian Pauley, and Larry Nicholson (see links below).
BCA Virtual Trade Show – For the second year in a row the Billiard Congress of America (BCA) hosted a virtual trade
show online July 26-30 with Steve Lillis and Gospel Trick Shot Ministries, Inc. finishing number one as the most active
participant on the leaderboard with 322 total attendees from all over the world. Steve posted meet-ups featuring
North Africa billiards cafes and marketing along with posting various articles and videos. Many contacts were made
with much valuable information gathered.
North Africa Vision Trip – Plans are being made for a trip to North Africa hopefully this fall with a team of four that
includes Steve Lillis and three translators (Arabic, French, and Spanish). On this vision trip, Steve and the team will
be representing various billiard products and services from his contacts at the BCA Virtual Trade Show. American
Pool has become very popular in North Africa and the team will build relationships and look into the possibility of
starting billiard cafes featuring billiard academies and billiard supply outlets.
Online resources this past month:
1. Buzz Magazine (tab at the top) on www.azbilliards.com with GTS Shots 17 and 18 listed in the table of
contents for the last two months featuring Steve Lillis, Brian Pauley, and Larry Nicholson.
2. “Sharing the Light” column by Roger Long featuring Steve Lillis article on “God and Gamboling” with Tommy
Kennedy coming up next month: https://www.azbilliards.com/sharing-the-light-question-1-july-2021-parttwo/.
3. “Loss and Surrender” of a Legacy Minded Man, a 15-minute video with Steve Lillis that was broadcast
worldwide through the Legacy Minded Men (LMM) network: https://youtu.be/ofagayV-ero.
4. Mike Massey did a radio interview and produced more songs in Nashville. Go to www.reverbnation.com to
look for Mike's recordings.
5. Other material by the Hewitts and Tom “Dr. Cue” Rossman that will all be featured on our new GTS RACK
Rooms website coming very soon!

Most recent book (2019) "What's That in Your Hand? God and Pool - The Gospel Trick Shot Story" and the
first book (2013) "But You Must! The Steve Lillis Story" are available in paperback and as ebooks
atwww.amazon.com. Just type in the words "Gospel Trick Shot" or "Steve Lillis" to order.
You can also request an autographed copy by email tobilliards12@hotmail.com! A suggested donation of at
least $15 for each book or $25 for both will be shipped postage free in the USA!

